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theSHEPPARDgroup brings a vast history of 25 years experience in the
creative industry and varied hi-end skills in publishing management,
digital illustration, and creative design to the Lower Bucks County area.
Not wanting to be limited, Le works on graphic software on the PC as
well as the Mac. Over the years he has developed a creative eye in the
work environment developed through years of dealing with music and
art clients — knowing how to listen, how to get the most out of the
work force and equipment, and knowing how to give the consumer
what they are really after and not what he desires. But first and
foremost, Le is a smart and creative designer/artist.
After spending 15 years in the music industry as a songwriter,
performer, and producer, which taught him the creative process and
how to manage and work within it, Le created theSHEPPARDgroup.
Working as a system consultant, software instructor, and designing for
many small businesses and international Fortune 500 firms, while
managing a network of specialists interlinked only by the need of the
client.Together, we were able to offer more to our individual clients
with the help of those on the network, theSHEPPARDgroup.
Since then he has produced digital artwork in New York, New Jersey,
and here in Pennsylvania for the likes of DiMark/Harte Hanks' direct
mail clients, Lord and Taylor, Merck,TYCO, Sunshine Cookies, Johnson &
Johnson, GAF, M&M Mars, among many others. He has also worked in
several firms as a Systems and Creative Manager.Working in all levels
of the industry and being involved from concept to post production
has given Le the knowledge base to see the big picture in his work.
Now he resides in Wrightstown, Bucks County PA with his beautiful
wife Mary Jane and their 3 year old blessing Margaret Pearl (Maggie P).
From concept to creation to print, call Le at
theSHEPPARDgroup at 215.860.6208 for your every
creative need. He is truly an artist with a pen, brush and a mouse.

theSHEPPARDgroup
457 durham road • newtown pa 18940
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you have them.

theSHEPPARDgroup
Le Sheppard
digital artistry / creative design / marketing / web design
prepress specialist / print / creative management

http://www.thesheppardgroup.com/choices.html
This year Americans have the power to vote and choose. We hope
you take the power of voting seriously and research the choices.
But business people have other clear choices. Choices on
how to spend those advertising dollars.
There are plenty out there you could choose to do your ad work.
Or you could choose to research theSHEPPARDgroup.
We don't say yes without being 100% sure of the final product.
In fact we don't start without knowing where the client is going
and how best to get them there with the most effectiveness.
Whatever your creative needs are, we are the right choice.
And our associated network of great people in printing,
marketing, the internet and many other creative areas are
also ready to give you nothing but the best.
So give us a call - give us a try. See for yourself the difference and
give yourself something better than the same old same old.
Make the choice to see what we can do for you.
They're yours.
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The Bottom Line
The Buck Stops Here.
There are plenty of “so called”
designers you could do your
creative work who say the right
things, have one idea and sell it
to anyone, throw great parties,
make great sales promises
without knowing how to
accomplish them, print but don't
design, design but can't create a
product to truly suit your needs
or expenses, give you the same
thing time and time again, own
a computer but are missing the
skill level to produce the best
product for you, or are just there
to make a buck ...your buck.
Here you can see 3 ads we
designed for own promotion.
These ads convey different
messages while sharing a
common feel and texture. More importantly they are designed in conjunction with
our web site, business cards and other promotional material.With so much info in
our ads, we were able to keep the ads clean and cost effective with the using only
one color while still creating depth. Just a small example of what we can do for you
and your creative needs. theSHEPPARDgroup ... nothing but the best.

